LETTERS

"Human Life" Testimony: J. C. Hickman; B. G. Boving; B. Libet; Genetic Influence on Behavior: W. Irons; Hubbert's Estimates: E. F. Osborn; Graphs, Not Punctuation!: E. P. Hamp; A. Abbott

EDITORIAL

The Fate of the Seed Corn: D. A. Bromley

ARTICLES

Tropical Archeoastronomy: A. F. Aveni

Studies in Histocompatibility: G. D. Snell

The Agriculture Grants Program: D. W. Krogmann and J. Key

NEWS AND COMMENT

Keyworth Gives First Policy Speech

Reagan Officials Discuss Science Budget

Court Upholds Controversial Regulations

Briefing: Ariane Is a Success; Soviets Sentence Scientist to 5 Years in Exile; Perchon: Entrepreneurial Exuberance in Space; Rostow Confirmed as Hard-Liner Head of ACDA; Denis Hayes Fired from SERI

The U.S. Flight from Pilotless Planes

RESEARCH NEWS

CERN Sets Intermediate Vector Boson Hunt

Coronary Treatment Assessed

ANNUAL MEETING

Call for Contributed Papers

AAAS NEWS

Energy Seminars Address a Range of Concerns: J. Wrather; Media Fellows Begin Assignments; AAAS/NASW Host Chinese Science Writers Delegation: L. A. Levey; The Clearinghouse on Science and Human Rights; Division Meeting at Greeley Highlights the Unusual: R. A. Scribner; AAAS Alaska Division Announces Its 32nd Annual Meeting; AAAS Travelers; Arms Control Committee Established; Obituaries

BOOK REVIEWS

The Winning Weapon, reviewed by M. P. Leffler; Taking Your Medicine, A. P. Williams; Bacterial Chemotaxis as a Model Behavioral System, G. L. Hazelbauer; The Physics and Chemistry of Low Dimensional Solids, J. C. Scott; Books Received